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Abstract
A method of robust speech endpoint detection in airplane cockpit voice background is presented. Based on
the analysis of background noise character, a complex Laplacian distribution model directly aiming at noisy
speech is established. Then the likelihood ratio test based on binary hypothesis test is carried out. The decision criterion of conventional maximum a posterior incorporating the inter-frame correlation leads to two
separate thresholds. Speech endpoint detection decision is finally made depend on the previous frame and the
observed spectrum, and the speech endpoint is searched based on the decision. Compared with the typical
algorithms, the proposed method operates robust in the airplane cockpit voice background.
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1. Introduction
The information recorded by airplane cockpit voice recorder is called cockpit voice for short. Cockpit voice
background is non-human voice in cockpit voice. It will
take significant effect to pick-up voice information of cockpit voice in understanding the station of pilot, investigating the fly accident and finding out causes of accident.
Speech endpoint detection is the base of speech tone, and
its purpose is to distinguish speech segment and nonspeech segment in speech signal [1]. In the airplane
communication system, voice background has many
characteristics: excessive kinds, complex, non-calm,
transient and broad frequency. It makes up of engine
noise, air current voice when it is flying, activity voice of
manipulated component, diversified switch voice, alarm
voice and so on. Especially prophase of airplane wrecking, noise background energy is very strong. The signalto-noise falls obviously [2]. How to distinguish speech
signal and noise signal in cockpit voice background is
still a difficulty. Many researchers put forward various
algorithms, such as based on entropy [3–5], cepstral feature [6–7], higher-order statistics [8], signal recursion
analysis [9] etc., which are not ideal in the circumstance.
Recently years, speech endpoint detection based on
statistical model get effective evolvement [10–11], especially the method based on Gaussian mixture model
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

(GMM) [12], which establishes models of pure speech
and noise respectively, and makes use of likelihood ratio
test (LRT) and maximum probability criterion to judge
the station of current frame, and exhibits preferable veracity. Because cockpit voice background has traits of
abnormality and complexity, and has no prior information, it is impossible to establish statistical model of
noise. Goodness-of-test (GOF) in literature [13] checkout
that complex Laplacian model is better than traditional
Gaussian model in any noise environment.
This paper imports complex Laplacian distribute
model to describe the whole speech which include noise.
Aiming at the defect that traditional statistical model
analysis every frame signal station distribution absolutely, it thought about interframe relativity sufficiently.
Then, it gained two kinds of thresholds of speech station
and non-speech station respectively. In the judge criterion, it will adjust threshold automatically depending on
previous frame and the observed spectrum to judge the
appear or non-appear speech station. So, it achieved cockpit voice background robust speech endpoint detection.

2. Speech Endpoint Detection Based on
GMM and LRT
Recently years, speech endpoint detection based on GMM
[12] gets effective evolvement [14], which establishes
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Figure 1. The speech endpoint detection algorithm flow chart based on GMM and LRT.

models of pure speech and noise respectively, and makes
use of LRT and maximum probability criterion to judge
the station of current frame, and exhibits preferable veracity. The algorithm flow chart based on GMM and
LRT is showed in Figure 1.

2.1. Mathematical Describing of Statistical Models
Hidden Markov models (HMM), as a statistical model of
speech signal, can describe the produce process of
speech signal accurately. The method of speech endpoint
detection based on statical models makes use of LRT to
differentiate the speech frame and non-speech frame.
Figure 2 shows the analysis platform of speech endpoint
detection based on speech or non-speech transfer model
[10] of every station.
where,
H0: non-speech station in cockpit voice;
H1: speech station in cockpit voice;
ai,j: transfer probability from i to j,
ai , j  p ( qt  H j | qt 1  H i ) , i,j=0 or 1;

b j (Ot ) : the probability when the output of t frame
cockpit voice is j station, b j (Ot )  p (Ot | qt  H j ) ;
Ot : the L dimension station vector of the t short time

amplitude.
The way of distinguish speech frame and non-speech
is to estimate the station qt of t frame short time amplitude on the condition of O0:t  {O0 , , Ot } . The compute formula of conditional probability density
p ( qt | O0:t ) is:
a0,0

b0 (Ot )

a0,1

H0

a1,1

Figure 2. Speech/non-speech transfer model.
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(1)

Applying one rank Markov chain recursion formula,
the combine probability p(O0:t , qt ) of Formula (1) can
be showed as:
p(O0:t , qt )   p(qt | qt 1 ) p(Ot | qt ) p(O0:t 1 , qt 1 )

(2)

qt 1

p(O0:t , qt ) usually called as forward probability aj, t,

combining ai,j with b j (Ot ) :

 j ,t  a0, j b j (Ot ) 0,t 1  a1, j b j (Ot )1,t 1

(3)

Finally, we can get station qt through likelihood ratio
threshold Rt  1,t /  0,t :
Rt  Threshold
Rt  Threshold

H
qt   0
 H1

(4)

For example, if we can ascertain observed that signal
qt is in station H1, comparatively, qt is speech frame.

2.2. The Computation of Probability Density
Function Based on GMM
In Formula (3), The computation of bj(Ot) take significant effect in the precision of endpoint detection. It is
more flexible and more applicable to use the method
based on GMM of log-mail spectrum than to use the
method based on prior and posterior signal-to-noise, so
that the precision of estimate of bj(Ot) will be higher.
k

L1

k 1

l 0

bj (Ot )  j ,k 

 (Ot ,l   j ,k ,l )2 
exp 

2 2j ,k ,l 
2 j ,k ,l

1

(5)

where,  j , k is the k mixture weight of gauss distribuH1

a1,0

p ( qt | O0:t )  p (O0:t , qt ) / p (O0:t )  p (O0:t , qt )

b1 (Ot )

tion of GMM; Ot ,l is the Lth element of Ot ;  j , k ,l is
the average of Ot ,l ;  2j , k ,l is the variance of Ot ,l . In
this method, if we know the average vector of whisht
speech GMM, pure speech GMM and noise, we can figure
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out real time noise GMM and GMM with noise through
log-add composition [15] (LAC), so we can gain b j (Ot ) .
LAC showed as:

 j , k ,l   S , j , k ,l  log(1  exp(  N ,l   S , j , k ,l ))

(6)

where  S , j , k ,l is the average of whisht (j=0) or speech
(j=1) GMM in log-mail spectrum,  N ,l is the average
of noise.
In the method, we can establish whisht and pure
speech GMM by training pure speech. The average of
noise (  N ,l ) can be estimated one by one frame by using
parallel nonlinear KF. The noise GMM and GMM with
noise will update timely with  N ,l .
The traditional likelihood estimation is gained by forward estimating with present and past parameter. The
value of t+1,…,T is still the important factor of time sequence estimate. Processing likelihood estimate with the
future frame is backward estimate. The definition of
backward estimate is:
p(O0:T , qt )  p (O0:t , qt ) p (Ot 1:T | qt )

(7)

Similar with Formula (2), conditional probability is
showed as:
p(Ot 1:T | qt )   p (qt 1 | qt )
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signal is thought as windless signal in short period
(10~30ms). We can suppose that speech signal with
noise is statistical irrelated complex Laplacian random
course. We denote coefficient vector of discrete fourier
transform (DFT) of M dimension noise speech with
X(t ) :
X(t )=[ X 1 (t ), X 2 (t ), X k (t ) X M (t )]T

If X k(R) and X k(I) denote real part and imaginary
part of X k respectively, the probability density distribution of X k(R) and X k(I) , according to the Laplacian
probability distribution, can be written as:

 j ,t , combining ai , j with b j (Ot ) :
 j ,t  ai ,0 b0 (Ot 1 )  0,t 1  ai ,1b1 (Ot 1 ) 1,t 1

(9)

Usually, backward estimate begin from terminal of
tested signal, but in the test of endpoint, the terminal is
unknown. So we introduce back modularize estimation.
It is begin from T=t+b, where b is a constant. When b=0,
backward estimate equal to does not process.
We can conclude from the definition of the ForwardBackward (F-B) algorithm that: p (O0:t , qt  H t )
  j ,t  j ,t . We can gain likelihood ratio Rt by applying
likelihood ratio test.
Rt 

p(O0:T , qt  H1 ) 1,t 1,t

p (O0:T , qt  H 0 )  0,t  0,t

(10)

Finally, substituting Rt in Formula (4), we get the station value qt of speech endpoint detection.

3. The Establishing of Complex Laplacian
Distribution Model
Speech endpoint detection is processed one by one frame.
Every frame includes M sampling. In generally, speech
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

1

x

exp{

2 X k (R )

x

exp{

2 X k (I)

x

}

(11)

}

(12)

where,  x2 is the variance of X k . If the real part and
imaginary part of X k are uncorrelated, the distribution
density of X k can be written as:
p( X k )  p ( X k(R) )  p( X k(I) )


p(Ot 1 | qt 1 ) p (Ot  2:T | qt 1 )
p(Ot 1:T | qt ) has usually called forward probability

x

p( X k(I) ) 

(8)

qt 1

1

p( X k(R) ) 

1

 x2

exp{

2( X k (R )  X k (I) )

x

(13)

}

4. The Likelihood Ratio Test Based on
Hypothesis Test
Speech endpoint detection can be regarded as a binary
hypothesis issue:
H 0 : speech donot appear
H1 : speech appear

X(t ) = N(t )
X(t ) = N(t ) + S(t )

where, H0 denote the situation of speech not appearing,
Hl denote the situation of speech appearing, N(t) and S(t)
denote DFT coefficient vector of background noise and
pure speech respectively. The conditional probability
density of noise under the situation of H and Hl can be
written as:
p( X k H n =H 0 ) 

p( X k H n =H1 ) 

1

n,k

exp{

2( X k(R )  X k(I) )

n,k

}

(14)

2( X k(R )  X k(I) )
1
exp{
} (15)
n,k  s,k
n,k  s,k

We can receive likelihood test of hypothesis test by
Formulas (14) and (15). Likelihood ratio  k of the kth
frequency band can be denoted as:
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k 

2

p ( X k H n =H1 )

(16)

p ( X k H n =H 0 )

Because the signal samples X k (k  1, 2 M ) are
uncorrelated and have the same distribution, the likelihood ratio of M dimension observed vector of two hypothesis is:
p ( X H n  H1 ) M 1 p( X k H n  H1 )


P( X H n  H 0 ) k  0 p ( X k H n  H 0 )
(17)
M
1 2( X k ( R )  X k ( I ) )(( X k  n ,k )/ X k n ,k )

e
k 1 1   k
where,  k is the forward signal-to-noise, define as

 k  s , k , we assume that all the frequency vectors are
n , k
uncorrelated.
We can know from Formula (17) that n,k and  k
have great influence on the veracity of likelihood ratio
test. The estimate of n,k of traditional speech endpoint
detection updates in speech intermission time. The power
spectrum changes when speech appears in cockpit voice
background, where the impulse noise does not appear in
other time. So, the estimation of noise power spectrum
should be updated really both when speech appear and
when speech do not appear. We adopt the method of long
time power spectrum smooth to compute n,k [16].
From [16] we know that the estimation of the kth fourier
transform coefficient variance is:

ˆn, k (t  1)    ˆn , k (t )  (1    ) E[ N k (t ) X k (t )] (18)
2

n

n

where, ˆn, k (t ) is the estimation of n , k (t ) and  n is
the smooth coefficient. Considering the two situation of
speech appearing and not appearing, the estimation of the
noise power spectrum of current frame is:
E[ N k (t )

2

X k (t )]

 E[ N k (t )

2

 E[ N k (t )

X k (t ), H n  H 0 ]P ( H n  H 0 X k (t ))
2

X k (t ), H n  H1 ]P ( H n  H1 X k (t ))

where： E[ N k (t )
E[ N k (t )

(19)

2

2

X k (t ), H n  H 0 ]  X k (t )

2

ˆ (t ) ˆ
1
2
( k
)n , k (t )  (
) 2 X k (t )
ˆ
ˆ
1   k (t )
1   k (t )

2

ˆn, k (t  1)
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  SNR P[ˆk (t )  1]

2

Sˆk (t  1) is the

speech amplitude breadth of pre-frame which has estimated by using MMSE.
We can gain likelihood estimate by substituting (18)
and (20) in (7).We can judge whether speech appear or
not based on traditional MAP criterion [18].

5. The Judge Criterion Based on Conditional
MAP
The decision-making of speech endpoint detection based
on traditional MAP criterion is:
H

p ( H n  H1 X) 1
1
P ( H  H X) 
n

0

(21)

H0

where, Hn denote the nth frame right hypothesis. According to Bayesian formula, the criterion of likelihood
ratio is:
H

p( X H n  H1 ) 1 p( H n  H 0 )
P ( X H n  H 0 ) H0 P ( H n  H1 )

(22)

However, the speech appear model H1 include speech
do not appear model H0. It causes the computing of likelihood ratio partial to H1 [10]. In order to make up the
difference, the Formula (22) is adjusted as:
H

p( X H n  H1 ) 1 p ( H n  H 0 )

，   1 (23)
P ( X H n  H 0 ) H0 P( H n  H1 )

The speech endpoint detection of interframe has strong
relativity. The probability of that speech frame’s next
frame turns into speech frame is very large. The relativity was validated by FSM [11].
The paper combined the relativity of interframe with
MAP criterion. It is different from traditional forward
probability P( H n X) . The present observed value and

and the decision-making verification of speech endpoint
detection decision-making was adjusted:

The prior signal-to-noise  k can be estimated, following literature [17], as:
Sˆk (t  1)

weight of direct judge estimate,

the decision-making of pre-frame were used for computing forward probability. It was denoted as P(Hn X, Hn1) ,

X k (t ), H n  H1 ]

ˆk (t )  (1   SNR )

X
x0
 x,
,  k  k is posterior
P[ x]  
n
0, others
signal-to-noise, ˆk (t ) is it’s estimation,  SNR is the

where,

(20)

H

p( H n  H1 X , H n 1  H i ) 1
 i  0,1
P ( H n  H 0 X , H n 1  H i ) H0

(24)

where, α is threshold. The estimation of likelihood ratio
becomes:
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point detection based on GMM and the paper’s algorithm
have been done.

p ( X H n  H1 , H n 1  H i )
P ( X H n  H 0 , H n 1  H i )
H1

 p( H n  H 0 H n 1  H i )
  P( H  H H  H ) , i  0,1
n
1
n 1
i
H0

(25)

In the actual cockpit voice, because of the lack of prior
information, distributed parameters, p(X Hn  H1, Hn1  Hi )
and P(X Hn  H0 , Hn1  Hi ) , have not been estimated,
and the distributed parameters of current frame were
decided by the current observed value. So it was predigested as:
p( X H n  H j , H n 1  H i )  P ( X H n  H j ),
(26)
i  0,1,
j  0,1.
Formula (25) is changed to:
p ( X H n  H1 )
P( X H n  H 0 )
H1

 p ( H n  H 0 H n 1  H i )
  P ( H  H H  H ) , i  0,1
n
1
n 1
i
H0

(27)

Its form of log is:
log

p ( X H n  H1 )
P( X H n  H 0 )

(28)
 log  p ( H n  H 0 H n 1  H i )    , i  0,1
i

 P ( H n  H1 H n 1  H i ) 
H0
The Formula (27) or (28) is the judge criterion of
speech endpoint detection. i is the threshold. When
preframe is speech frame, 1 will be regarded as the
threshold of the current frame. When preframe is nonspeech frame, 0 will be regarded as the threshold of
the current frame. Multiple thresholds can provide more
freedom and can enhance the robusticity of speech endpoint detection. Considering the relativity of interframe,
parameter distribution has the trait as follows:
H1

p( H n  H 0 H n 1  H 0 )
P ( H n  H1 H n 1  H 0 )



p( H n  H 0 H n 1  H1 )
P( H n  H1 H n 1  H1 )

(29)

It indicates that the probability of nonspeech frame’s
next frame become nonspeech frame is large. When the
preframe is nonspeech frame, 0 is larger than 1 . It is
all the same for speech frame.

6. Experimentation
In order to test the validity of the paper’s algorithm, the
cockpit voice background sound of airplane normal station and wrecked station have been picked up respectively, and two teams experimentation of speech end-
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6.1. The Establishment of Experimentation
In environment of lab, we record 200 sentences of 6
persons (3 men and 3 women) to form storage of pure
speech and training GMM. The test group makes up of
other 40 sentences. Because cockpit voice background
sound is complex, excessive, so its bandwidth is broad
(150Hz-6800Hz), and its signal is not calm and is transient. Different kind airplanes have different cockpit
voice background sounds. Its characteristics are different
from F16 noise provided by group NOISEX-2. So that,
the cockpit voice background sound used in simulation
test was recorded in the real environment. Its sample
frequency is 16KHz and quantitative change bite is 16
and single channel is format wave. We can get airplane
normal station and wrecked station speech with noise
group by adjusting breadth of pure speech and adding it
to cockpit voice background sound. The extracting of
character is showed in Table 1.
When training GMM, the GMM parameter with 25
characteristic vector (12 rank mail cepstral coefficient
and its differential coefficient, short time power differential coefficient) was gained by using the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm. The smooth coefficient
  , the weight  SNR for judging forward signal-to-noise
n

estimation and the known threshold ηi based on preframe
should be chosen carefully to ensure the robusticity.

6.2. The Result of Experiment
We define that Pd is the ratio that the speech frame is
detected as the speech frame correctly and Pf is the
ratio that the nonspeech frame is detected as the speech
frame. The performance of the two algorithms is depicted by the ROC curve which denote the relation of
Pd and Pf . Figure 3 shows a real example of speech
endpoint detection. Its last time is 1s. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the ROC curve, which is the cockpit voice
background speech endpoint detection of airplane normal
station and wrecked station, of the two algorithms.
In Figure 3, the broken line of pure speech graph is the
manual mark place of speech begin point. When the airTable 1. the condition of character extracting.
Sample frequency
Quantitative change bite
Advance add quantity
Length of frame
Moving of frame
Function of window

16kHz
16bite
1-0.97z-1
20ms
10ms
Hamming
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Figure 3. A real example of speech endpoint detection.

Figure 4. The ROC curve of airplane normal station

plane fly normally, the noise in cockpit primary is
smooth engine noise and the quiver noise arosed by aerosphere mussy flu. So the veracity of the speech endpoint
detection result of the two algorithms almost the same.
When the airplane was wrecked, the noise in cockpit is
very intensive. The prior half part is the airplane speech
alarm sound, the posterior half part is the alarm ring.
There is strike sound of pilot pull switch in it. In the
complex and nonsmooth background sound, speech was
almost silenced. From Figure 3 we can see that the paper’s algorithm, modelling directly for speech with noise,
robuster than GMM algorithm, modelling noise and
speech respectively, and gets better effect of speech endpoint detection.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes.

Figure 5. The ROC curve of airplane wrecked station.

From Figure 4 we can see, when the airplane fly normally, the ROC curve’s best work points of GMM and
the paper’s algorithm are [0.180,0.885] and [0.135,0.920]
respectively. Compared with GMM, The error warn
probability and the detect probability of the paper’s algorithm reduce 25% and increase 4% respectively. The
cause of the phenomena is that the draw up precision of
complex Laplacian transformation higher than that of
GMM. Adding the application of the relativity of the
interframe, his total precision is better than GMM. From
Figure 4 we can see, when the airplane was wrecked, the
speech endpoint detection algorithm of the paper is better
than GMM obviously. The best work points of the two
algorithms are [0.141,0.910] and [0.275,0.820] respecWSN
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tively. Compared with GMM, The error warn probability
and the detect probability of the paper’s algorithm reduce
49% and increase 10% respectively. The cause of the
phenomena is that GMM modeling noise and speech
respectively is not applicable for the environment of
wrecked station. When the airplane was wrecked, there
are many kinds of noise and they are transient, which is
difficult to establish a universal model. Then, the paper’s
algorithm models the total speech with noise directly and
exhibits preferable robusticity.
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